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Seeders ‘N’ Leechers ‘R’ Us

January-June 2008
Eyebeam Centre for Art and Technology, New York, USA.
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Manifesto

We aim to develop an open model for self-organised 'Clip Kino': micro-cinema, which consists of 
content downloaded from P2P file-sharing online networks, and popular media sharing platforms.

The ambition is to organise events which drag aspects of the normalised 'private' activity of viewing
downloaded content into public space for screening, appreciation and debate. The term 
"environmental awareness" aims to include the social ecology of one’s interests, desires, and 
attentions in one's peer-group and community.

Workshop sessions will explore creative file-sharing together in physical-material space, and 
extrapolate copyright/left issues in youth/subcultural terms. Face-to-face facilitation is crucial here, 
while critical education of IP and public-private space issues is important.

Seeder's N Leecher's R US is intended as a statement of pride and empowerment.

.

Programme of activity

Block #1: /Tues/Wed/Thurs/ 17th January-4th March 2008
During this period we followed a weekly schedule of ideas and online clip sharing, exploring 
different aspects of the genre, neighbourhood and media environmental awareness, intellectual 
property, p2p networks and event production. On the 27th February, a public screening 'Clip Kino' 
event was help at Eyebeam entitled 'Teen Mashup', coordinated by Tahj Banks, Glen Moore, 
Jayquan Harris and Wandy Marcano.

The Schedule and Sessions

Synopsis of first 3 weeks of activity

Video documentation by Christian Kral of 'Teen Mashup' event [edited .mp4 16.2 MB]

http://eyebeam.org/
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/glossary.html
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/synopsis.html
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/schedule.html
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Block #2: /Mon/Tues/Wed/Thurs/Fri/Sat/ 12th-17th May 2008
In continuation of Eyebeam resident Andrew Paterson's Seeders 'N' Leechers 'R' Us project, 
Eyebeam student residents Tahj Banks and Glen Moore will work in tutorial & feedback processes 
at Eyebeam, 12-16th May, based on audio-visual materials developed since March.

.

Who/Where/How

This project is coordinated by Andrew Gryf Paterson, involving Eyebeam Students-in-Residence 
Tahj Banks, Glen Moore, Wandy Marcano, Jayquan Harris (January-March) in New York, 
USA.

Christina Kral worked as documentarist and production assistant from February-April 2008.

’Seeders N Leechers R Us’ project is made with the support of Eyebeam

.

Background context

This concept developed as a proposal for an Eyebeam residency in March-May 2007, beginning 
January 2008.

The project proposal was further developed, and inspired by, the practice of Inka Jurvanen, Emilia 
Liljeström, Sera Martikainen, Marianne Mäkelin, Mikko Mällinen, Ilona Romunen, Tessa Siira 
(students of the Self-Organising and Networking MAA course), who made the project Jii Hutikka’s 
Clip Karavaani, as part of Valon Voimat Festival in Helsinki, November 2007;

The Clip Kino events at Kirjasto 10 Public media library in central Helsinki, continues clip-
screenings, based upon invited a public curators.

.

Organisational concept and text sourced on this site is licensed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported License.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://www.lib.hel.fi/kirjasto10
http://clipkino.info/
http://valonvoimat.org/
http://apaterso.info/projects/clipkaravaani
http://apaterso.info/projects/clipkaravaani
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/:http://eyebeam.org/
http://www.christinakral.net/
http://eyebeam.org/people-residents/student-residents
http://agryfp.info/
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January-June 2008
Eyebeam Centre for Art and Technology, New York, USA.
Upcoming Event!

Teen Mashup Remix: Creative Youth Workshops & Performative Party

Date: Saturday 17 May 2008
Times: Performative-party 8-12PM (open/free event); Workshop 1–7PM (limited to 14 persons)

Location: The Change You Want to See, 84 Havemeyer St. (storefront), Williamsburg, Brooklyn
http://www.notanalternative.net/

Workshop + Performative Party
'The Change That You Want To See' space will host a collaborative workshop exploring the mashup 
and remix of audio-visual, social and architectural elements onsite, with local borough-based 
teenage participants and Eyebeam's educational partners. Each workshop participant will be invited 
to bring at least three clips to add to a pool of source material. We will consider site-specific givings
and takings, and aim to develop “fair-use” guidelines for fellow participants and laymen.

VJ-ing, event-design and space-modification workshops will mix and remix the resources, talents, 
perspectives of all present, towards creating a performative party with live audio-visual 
manipulation, juice-bar and dancing. As a public party for the 'Seeders N Leechers R Us' outgoing 
process, it is hoped to be a 'seed' for the imagination of possible futures.

Co-related Workshops by:
Dan Winckler: Live video mixing and production
http://danwinckler.com

Not An Alternative: Build your own projection screen out of found materials
http://thechangeyouwanttosee.org/

Jeff Crouse and David Jimison: Building experience
http://www.digitalsituations.com/awbh/

Co-ordinated by Liz Slagus, Andrew Paterson & Not An Alternative.
For more info, or to take part in workshop contact: agryfp [-at-] gmail.com

.
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From Fulldls:

What is a .torrent file?

This is a small metadata file. Metadata means that the file contains information about the data you 
want to download, not the data itself. Your BitTorrent client needs the .torrent file to connect to the 
tracker and download the data you want.

What are ‘Seeders’?

A seeder is a client that has a complete copy of the data of a certain torrent. Once your BitTorrent 
client finishes downloading, it will remain open until you click the Finish button or close it. This is 
known as being a seeder.

What are ‘Leechers’?

A leecher is a client that is currently downloading a torrent. Generally a leecher does not have the 
complete file, otherwise it would be called a seeder.

What is a ‘Tracker’?

A server on the internet which acts to coordinate the actions of BitTorrent clients. When you open a 
torrent, your machine contacts the tracker and asks for a list of seeds and peers to connect to.

.

What are ‘seeders’ and ‘leechers’ when searching Bit torrent files?

Why do they call them leechers?

http://www.torrentocracy.com/blog/archives/2005/04/bittorrent_why.shtml
http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20070613224743AA5GEky
http://www.fulldls.com/faq.php
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Schedule bundled into /Tue/Wed/Thu/ blocks each week; 4-
6pm
Week #0 [beginning 14th January]

01.15.2008: Introduction
01.17.2008: Seed_01: Keywords

Week #1 [beginning 21st January]

01.22.2008: Seed_02: Field-trip to Jane Jacobs and the Future of New York exhibit at MAS
01.23.2008: Leech_A: The Story of Stuff [2007; 21 mins]
01.24.2008: Seed_03: Environmental Awareness (with Jerry Juarez)

Week #2 [beginning 28th January]

01.29.2008: Seed_04: Using Azureus/Vuze Bittorrent Software 
01.29.2008: Leech_B: Steal this Film Part II [2007; 45 mins] NB/ Tues not Wed screening
01.31.2008: Seed_05: Copyleft, Copyright and Fair-use

Week #3 [beginning 4th February]

02.05.2008: Seed_06: Clip genres and aesthetics
02.06.2008: Leech_C: The Future is Not What It Used To Be [2002; 52 mins] plus other clips
02.07.2008: Seed_07: Networked media culture (with Taeyoon Choi)

Week #4 [beginning 11th February]

02.12.2008: Seed_08: P2P Ideas and Networks (with Jamie Allen) 
02.13.2008: Leech_D: MediaShed Clip selection, UK Teens, NB/ Starts 6-8pm plus Pizza!
02.14.2008: Seed_09: Stop Work Feedback

Week #5 [beginning 18th February]

02.19.2008: Seed_10: Language
02.20.2008: Leech_E: ‘Peer of the Boro’ clips
02.21.2008: Seed_11: Types of Capital

Week #6 [beginning 25th February]

02.26.2008: Seed_12: Hospitality and engaging others
02.27.2008: Leech_F: Eyebeam Public Screening [90 mins] NB/ Starts at 7.30pm!
02.28.2008: Seed_13: Representation & documenting

Week #7 [beginning 3rd March]

03.04.2008: Seed_14: Representation & documenting

03.07.2008: Andrew returned to Helsinki

file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/Seed_11.html
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/Seed_10.html
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/Seed_09.html
http://mediashed.org/
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/Leech_D.html
http://www.heavyside.net/
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/Seed_08.html
http://tyshow.org/
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/Seed_07.html
http://www.frif.com/new2004/fut.html
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/Leech_C.html
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/Seed_06.html
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/Seed_05.html
http://www.stealthisfilm.com/
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/Leech_B.html
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/Seed_04.html
http://www.chocolaterobot.com/
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/seed_03.html
http://www.storyofstuff.org/
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/leech_a.html
http://mas.org/
http://www.futureofny.org/home
http://bss.sfsu.edu/pamuk/urban/
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/seed_02.html
file:///home/agryfp/Documents/_archive/2008_seedersnleechersrus/html_seedersnleechersrus/seed_01.html
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Seed_01: ‘Keywords’

General

/ Art / Activism / Education / Research /

Self-organising and engaging others

/ Participatory arts / Active citizenship / Community organisation / Event production / Peer-
production / Self+Other-promotional skills / Social networks as tools / Open culture / Guest-Hosts / 
Hospitality /

Micro-cinema histories

/ New York / International / Technologies / Practices /

‘Clip Kino’ Production

/ Sourcing / Watching / Arranging / Screening /

Genres

/ Homemade – Self / Fighting – training / Singing / Dancing / Gang / Biography / Diary / Opinion / 
Poop / Mobile-capture / Reality Art / Documentary / Suspense /
/ Copied media / Comedy / Commercials / How-to-do / Zeitgeist / Music videos / Drama / Mystery 
Crime / Action / Adventure / Documentary /

Environmental awareness

/ Locale / Urban / Squatting / Hacking / Re-appropriating Space / Temporary Autonomous Zones / 
Public-private space / Mediated hybrid-space / Presence & Absent-presence /

Networked-media cultures

/ Platforms / Prosumption / Self+Other-made Media /

Copyleft, Copyright and wrongs

/ Piracy / Intellectual Propery / Copyleft / Creative Commons /

P2P Ideas, Software and Technologies

/ Seeders and leechers / Peer-to-Peer & P2P / Bittorent / Software / Peopleware /

Types of capital

/ Financial capital / Environmental(nature?) capital / Human capital / Social capital / Cultural 
capital / Institutional capital / Intellectual capital /



Language

/ Translation / Understanding / Explaining / Communicating / Slang / Technical / Glossary / Manual
how-to-do / Spoken word + Written word /

Representation

/ Curating and representing / Documentarism / Context / Site-specific methods / Conversation / 
Ourstories / Herstories / Histories / Storymaking /

.
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Seed_02: ‘Neighbourhoods’
This seed included a field-trip to the exhibition at the Municipal Art Society of New York, called 
‘Jane Jacobs and the Future of NY’. It was suggested and accompanied by Liz Slagus, Events 
Programme and Education Lab coordinator at Eyebeam.

http://www.futureofny.org/ | http://mas.org/

.

‘Jane Jacobs and the Future of New York’ Exhibition

Here was a display of texts, images, video clips, and archival materials related to the urban planning
activism of Jane Jacobs, and her work in New York. However it was also offered a question to the 
contemporary citizen: “Can one person change a city?”, inciting the role not only that 1 individual 
can make, but what a collective of people can do. Many of the large-scale texts presented in one 
section of the exhibition encouraged the reader to reflect upon their own neighbourhood, and the 
relationship between the concentration, diversity and everyday living habits of people, to quality of 
urban life.

‘Can one person change the city/The City Is You’ Leaflet

The following statements are transcribed from the accompanying exhibition leaflet ‘Can one person
change the city/The City Is You’..

“Jane Jacobs believed in big cities like New York; she believed in their ability to be the engines of 
creativity, economic diversity and strength, and social transformation. She believed in big cities 
even at a time when others were saying that big cities were ungovernable. She believed in the power
of neighbourhoods, and the power of neighours to build them, and in the strength and permanence 
of neighbourhoods that are diverse, mixed, and well-loved and well-maintained by the people who 
live in them.

This guide to getting involved in your neighbourhood is dedicated to the life and work of Jane 
Jacobs and to the people who have followed in her footsteps – some of whome probably live in your

http://mas.org/
http://www.futureofny.org/


neighbourhood. Like Jane Jacobs, you can become an advocate – a fighter – for your 
neighbourhood. This guide [below] lays out the basic steps for you to follow. Each step will help 
you become more involved in your neighbourhood; each progressive step draws you further into the
process.

The City Is You: Observe

“Walk around and really look at your neighbourhood. Look cloesly at teh buildings, the people, the 
streets, the bridges, the sidewalks, the open spaces, the businesses, and the traffic, among other 
things. Look at how people use these spaces; look at the rhythm of your neighbourhood. Talk to 
your neighbours. Become a neighbourhood-watcher. Take notes of your observations if you’re 
inclined.

The City Is You: Think

“What can you think about the place where you live? What connects you to your neighbourhood? 
What places and buildings do you use the most? What things do you value? What things would like 
to change?

The City Is You: Assess

Are there things that are diminishing the value of your neighbourhood to you? For example, are 
there noticeable environmental hazards such as illegal dumping or rat infestations that pose threats 
to neighbourhood health? Is there a new development that doesn’t seem to fit neighbourhood need 
and context? Conversely, area there opportunities for improvement? Is ther a vacant lot that would 
be perfect for a community garden? Is a neighbourhood institution planning an expansion that might
be able to include a community facility? Is there underutilixed property in the neighbourhood that 
could be used for neighbourhood development needs?

The City Is You: Learn

Gather information about your neighbourhood. Plenty exists, in different forms, no matter what 
neighbourhood you live in. If you don’t have access to the internet, try visiting the library, a local 
historical society, or the borough president’s office (more about that later). Many neighbourhoods 
have local newspapers. If you do have access to the internet, try a general search using the name of 
your neighbourhood (for example a recent search for Port Morris in the Bronx led to over 600,000 
entries). For basic land-use information about your block and neighbourhood, you can use 
www.myciti.org You can also visit www.futureofNY.org for a list of additional online resources, 
categorised by theme.

The City Is You: Assemble

Find like-minded people where you live who care about tthe same things that you do, and talk to 
them.. Share your concerns and opinions. Even Jane Jacobs realised that she couldn’t do it alone 
and turned to her neighbours to fight the Lower Manhattan Expressway that would have wiped out 
her neighbourhood. There are block associations (doesn’t matter if you rent or own), tenant 
associations, and co-op boards. If you’re a merchant, there are merchants associations and business 
improvement districts.

http://www.futureofNY.org/
http://www.myciti.org/


The City Is You: Participate

The first step in participating in governance is, of course, to vote. Make sure that these officials 
represent you and your interests. The second step is to communicate with your elected officials, 
making them aware of your concerns, opinions, and priotities. Letters, faxes, emails, and attendance
at town-hall meetings will assure that your voice is documented (if not heard). New Yorkers area 
represented at the city level by a mayor, a public advocate, a ‘comptroller’, a city council-person, 
and a borough president. You can find a list of your local elected officials at www.myciti.org.

The work of city administration is divided up among agencies: the Department of City Planning is 
responsible for planning, zoning, and development; the Department of Parks and Recreation is 
responsible for the city’s open space; the Department of Sanitation is responsible for trash collection
etc. The work of each department is further divided up by borough and neighbourhood; most city 
agencies have an office in each borough and staff assigned to different neighbourhoods. City 
agencies are also important places to voice your concerns; you can use the internet or your borough 
president’s office to find out whom to contact. The City of New York website – www.nyc.org – also 
contains enormous amounts of useful information.

Your local community board is your first interface with, and the best connection to, city 
government. This is one of the best places to become proactive.

The City Is You: Advocate

A key way to get involved in your neighbourhood is to participate in the process that leads up to the 
decisions made by elected officials about what gets built in your neihbourhood. Unless the 
development proposals are as-of-right (meaning alloed by the regulations that govern the use of 
land) or controlled by the state (such as Atlantic Yards), they must go through a process that ensures
that the public has had a chance to voice its concerns or support. The community board, the 
borough president, the city planning commission, the mayor, and the city council all have a role to 
play in the process (called the Uniform Land Use Review Procedure – ULLURP). You can voice 
your opinion – in writing, or in person, at a public hearing. Your community board is the best place 
to go for information about what is in the ULURP pipeline. People who came before you (like Jane 
Jacobs) fought long and hard to make sure there was a system in place that would allow the public a
right to participate in land-use decisions that affected them, and event to proactively plan for a 
neighbourhood’s future. The best way to ensure that we continue to have these rights is to use them 
(and to advocate for their improvement).

The City Is You: Speak

Go outside the process and the system. If you’ve done everything by the book – contacted city 
agencies and local officials, gone to community board meetings, used all of your rights to 
participate – and you feel that your voice hasn’t been heard, engage the media, or create your own 
website or blog. Sponsor a neighbourhood event to raise awareness.

The Jane Jacobs website contains many more resources related to each of these steps. Visit 
www.futureofNY.org for more information about what you can do to get your voice heard

.

http://www.futureofNY.org/
http://www.nyc.org/
http://www.myciti.org/


Wikipedia biography: Jane Jacobs

From Wikipedia:

Jane Jacobs, OC, O.Ont (May 4, 1916 – April 25, 2006) was an American-born Canadian urbanist, 
writer and activist. She is best known for The Death and Life of Great American Cities (1961), a 
powerful critique of the urban renewal policies of the 1950s in the United States. The book has been
credited with reaching beyond planning issues to influence the spirit of the times. “Jacobs came 
down firmly on the side of spontaneous inventiveness of individuals, as against abstract plans 
imposed by governments and corporations,” wrote Canadian critic Robert Fulford. “She was an 
unlikely intellectual warrior, a theorist who opposed most theories, a teacher with no teaching job 
and no university degree, a writer who wrote well but infrequently.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jane_Jacobs
http://bss.sfsu.edu/pamuk/urban/

.
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Leech_A: ‘The Story of Stuff with Annie Leonard [2007; 21 
mins]’
Downloaded as .mov file from One Big Torrent

Quote from The Story of Stuff website:

The Story of Stuff is a 20-minute, fast-paced, fact-filled look at the underside of our production 
and consumption patterns, with a special focus on the United States. All the stuff in our lives, 
beginning from the extraction of the resources to make it, through its production, sale, use and 
disposal, affects communities at home and abroad, yet most of this is hidden from view.

The Story of Stuff exposes the connections between a huge number of environmental and social 
issues and calls for all of us to create a more sustainable and just world. It’ll teach you something. 
It’ll make you laugh, and it just may change the way you look at all the stuff in your life forever.

Written by Leonard, the film was produced by Free Range Studios the makers of other socially-
minded, web-based films such as “The Meatrix” and “Grocery Store Wars.” Funding for the project 
came from The Sustainability Funders and Tides Foundation.

http://storyofstuff.org/

.

Organiser’s Notes

Remember to play the clip before the viewers arrive to test if it plays as expected! Note that 
subtitles of foreign language clips may not be accompany files! Had to quickly replace Nicht Mehr 
– Nocht Nicht as DVD copy on harddisk didnt ‘compile’ on time.

http://www.nichtmehrnochnicht.de/
http://www.nichtmehrnochnicht.de/
http://storyofstuff.org/
http://www.tides.org/
http://www.sustainabilityfunders.org/
http://www.freerangestudios.com/
http://storyofstuff.org/
http://onebigtorrent.org/
http://bss.sfsu.edu/pamuk/urban/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jane_Jacobs
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jane_Jacobs


However, Story of Stuff clip, was a good stand-in, as it definately proved to be a good conversation 
starter for material econimics and environmental awareness.

Afterwards we spoke about it’s ‘denseness’ and the use of good narrative for explaining 
complicated systems, and the contrast of agenda-based facts with easy-to-understand visual 
illustrations.

.
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Seed_03: Environmental Awarenesss (with Jerry Juarez)

concepts

map / environment nature space social space architecture boundaries cartography documentation 
hacking urban

Questions

What it means environment?
Why the term environment is associated usually with “nature”?
What it means nature?
What it means environment?
What of our environment is made of?
Can we modify our environment? How?
What structures we can create for our environment?
What materials we can use for create them?
What sources are available in the city for use and reuse?

Field trip: Exploring East New York

During our field trip to East New York in the Brooklyn Borough we visit 2 sites: The Ninja Forest 
and Dead’s Man Alley

Exploring the boundaries we discovered some Empty Space (void space) and started a conversation 
about what we can do with it. We discuss ideas about private and public space and the possibilities 
of subvert it. The idea of space as a playground arouse as the simpliest way for “create” space that 
otherwise wouldn’t be available.

MAP:

Is the space public or private?

City as a Playground

Playground as a way to subvert public space

http://www.flickr.com/photos/chocopunk/sets/72157603778083668/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/chocopunk/sets/72157603778083668/
http://www.yoursite.com/
http://storyofstuff.org/


Which street architectures do we need to create infrastructure?
Which materials we need?
How can we found freely this materials?

Links:
Recetas Urbanas

.
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Seed_04: Using Azureus/Vuze Bittorrent Software
This seed is an introduction to using the popular P2P Bittorrent file-sharing software Azureus.

We are going to learn some of the basic of using the software, through experience of downloading 
The League of Noble Peer’s documentary Steal This Film

.

Activity

1a. Start with looking at Azureus FLOSS Manual webpages

1b. Or download Azureus FLOSS Manual as .pdf [2.8 MB]

2. Download Azureus software to your computer from here Windows | Linux | OSX

3. Open up Azureus application

4. Download .torrent file for ‘Steal This Film’ movie from here (link on left-hand side of page)

5. Load/open .torrent file into Azureus

6. Leech the film :)

.

Further help

http://www.azureuswiki.com/

.
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http://www.azureuswiki.com/
http://stealthisfilm.com/
http://azureus.sourceforge.net/howto_osx.php
http://azureus.sourceforge.net/howto_linux.php
http://azureus.sourceforge.net/howto_win.php
http://azureus.sourceforge.net/
http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/attachment/asset/28292/FM_Azureus_30Dec07.pdf
http://flossmanuals.net/azureus
http://stealthisfilm.com/
http://azureus.sourceforge.net/
http://recetasurbanas.net/home_a1_e.html


Leech_B: ‘Steal this Film Part II’ [2007; 45 mins]
“These are strange times indeed. While they continue to command so much attention in the 
mainstream media, the ‘battles’ between old and new modes of distribution, between the pirate and 
the institution of copyright, seem to many of us already lost and won. We know who the victors are. 
Why then say any more?

Because waves of repression continue to come: lawsuits are still levied against innocent people; 
arrests are still made on flimsy pretexts, in order to terrify and confuse; harsh laws are still enacted 
against filesharing, taking their place in the gradual erosion of our privacy and the bolstering of the 
surveillance state. All of this is intended to destroy or delay inexorable changes in what it means to 
create and exchange our creations. If STEAL THIS FILM II proves at all useful in bringing new 
people into the leagues of those now prepared to think ‘after intellectual property’, think creatively 
about the future of distribution, production and creativity, we have achieved our main goal.”

The League of Noble Peers

http://stealthisfilm.com/

.
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Seed_05: Copyleft, Copyright/wrongs and Fair-use
This seed is focusing on different intellectual property and the surrounding cultures.

Watch clips, download files, and discuss!

.

Copyright and piracy

Steal This Film Part II [2007; 45 mins] From The League of Noble Peers, 2007.

Freedom of Expression®: Resistance and Repression in the Age of Intellectual Property From 
Kembrew McCleod, 2007.

Larry Lessig: How creativity is being strangled by the law [March 2007; 19.07 mins] From TED 
Talks

.

Copyleft

“Copyleft is a general method for making a program or other work free, and requiring all modified 
and extended versions of the program to be free as well.” – From GNU Operating System

http://gnu.org/copyleft/
http://www.ted.com/
http://www.ted.com/
http://www.ted.com/index.php/talks/view/id/187
http://kembrew.com/
http://freedomofexpression.us/
http://stealthisfilm.com/
http://apaterso.info/projects/sl/seed_05/
http://stealthisfilm.com/


“Copyleft licences are non-restrictive and provide creators with greater control over their work, 
research and projects and a more reasonable remuneration for their work while also giving end 
users greater access to, and enjoyment of, works released in this way.” – From Fundación Copyleft

.

Creative Commons (CC)

“Creative Commons defines the spectrum of possibilities between full copyright — all rights 
reserved — and the public domain — no rights reserved. Our licenses help you keep your copyright
while inviting certain uses of your work — a ’some rights reserved’ copyright.”

“Creative Commons provides free tools that let authors, scientists, artists, and educators easily mark
their creative work with the freedoms they want it to carry’” – From Creative Commons

.

Fair-use

“Fair use is a copyright principle based on the belief that the public is entitled to freely use portions 
of copyrighted materials forpurposes of commentary and criticism. For example, if you wish to 
criticize a novelist, you should have the freedom to quote a portion of the novelist’s work without 
asking permission. Absent this freedom, copyright owners could stifle any negative comments about
their work.

Unfortunately, if the copyright owner disagrees with your fair use interpretation, the dispute will 
have to be resolved by courts or arbitration. If it’s not a fair use, then you are infringing upon the 
rights of the copyright owner and may be liable for damages.

The only guidance is provided by a set of fair use factors outlined in the copyright law. These 
factors are weighed in each case to determine whether a use qualifies as a fair use. For example, one
important factor is whether your use will deprive the copyright owner of income. Unfortunately, 
weighing the fair use factors is often quite subjective. For this reason, the fair use road map is often 
tricky to navigate.” – From Stanford Copyright and Fair-use Centre

More information from Wikipedia: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fair_use

.

Recut, Reframe, Recycle

“The study, Recut, Reframe, Recycle: Quoting Copyrighted Material in User-Generated Video, by 
Center director Pat Aufderheide and Peter Jaszi, co-director of the law school’s Program on 
Information Justice and Intellectual Property, shows that many uses of copyrighted material in 
today’s online videos are eligible for fair use consideration. The study points to a wide variety of 
practices—satire, parody, negative and positive commentary, discussion-triggers, illustration, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fair_use
http://fairuse.stanford.edu/Copyright_and_Fair_Use_Overview/chapter9/index.html
http://creativecommons.org/
http://fundacioncopyleft.org/


diaries, archiving and of course, pastiche or collage (remixes and mashups)—all of which could be 
legal in some circumstances.” – From the Centre for Social Media

.

’Tales from the Public Domain: BOUND BY LAW?’ Comic

“A documentary is being filmed. A cell phone rings, playing the “Rocky” theme song. The 
filmmaker is told she must pay $10,000 to clear the rights to the song. Can this be true? “Eyes on 
the Prize,” the great civil rights documentary, was pulled from circulation because the filmmakers’ 
rights to music and footage had expired. What’s going on here? It’s the collision of documentary 
filmmaking and intellectual property law, and it’s the inspiration for this new comic book. Follow 
its heroine Akiko as she films her documentary, and navigates the twists and turns of intellectual 
property. Why do we have copyrights? What’s “fair use”? Bound By Law reaches beyond 
documentary film to provide a commentary on the most pressing issues facing law, art, property and
an increasingly digital world of remixed culture.” – From Center for the Study of the Public 
Domain, Duke University

Get a free digital copy here

.

Interesting clips

C30 C60 C90 Go – Bow Wow Wow [March 13 2007; 02.38 mins]
From NightNurseBetty

Freedom of Expression (6 Min Preview) [Oct 04 2007; 06.55 mins]
From Challenging Media

A Fair(l)y use Tale [May 18 2007; 10.13 mins]
From Professor Eric Faden of Bucknell University

Remix Culture [Jan 2008; 03.51 mins]
From Centre for Social Media

Recut Reframe Recycle report [04.04]
From Chronicle for Education

.
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http://chronicle.com/multimedia
http://serve.castfire.com/video/4702/video_2008-01-02-204253.mp4
http://www.centerforsocialmedia.org/resources/publications/recut_reframe_recycle/
http://centerforsocialmedia.org/files/videos/remix_culture/remix_culture.mov
http://cyberlaw.stanford.edu/documentary-film-program/film/a-fair-y-use-tale
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJn_jC4FNDo
http://www.youtube.com/user/ChallengingMedia
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3n0HiZxDaFQ
http://youtube.com/user/NightNurseBetty
http://youtube.com/watch?v=73S8BypdlxU
http://www.law.duke.edu/cspd/comics/digital.php
http://www.law.duke.edu/
http://www.law.duke.edu/
http://www.centerforsocialmedia.org/resources/publications/recut_reframe_recycle/


Seed_06: Clip genres and aesthetics

General

Internet People! – The Meth Minute 39 [Sept 05 2007; 03.06 mins]
From ChannelFrederator
Selected by Andrew

.

Mash-up

Vocaloid Rin Kagamine – Music Video [Jan 07 2008; 01.51 mins]
From NicoWatcher777
Selected by Andrew

The Lion King – Crank Dat Soulja Boy [Aug 2007; 03.42 mins]
From SakuraInfinity
Selected by Andrew

Crank Dat Soulja Boy [June 16 2007; 03.45 mins]
From MastaBest
Selected by Andrew

.

DJing

Whoa-B – Grime Quickmix [August 02, 2007; 09.52 mins]
From whoabee
Selected by Andrew

DJ Kentaro – Loop [April 04, 20067; 05.56 mins]
From funkmaster3000
Selected by Andrew

DJ DOMINATION BEST DJ IN ASIA! DJING ONTOP MIAMI BUILDING [March 22, 2007 ; 
02:08 mins]
From BESTDJINASIA
Selcted by Glen

.

Fighting

Videos of stick figure fighting – Xiao Xiao 3 [August 15, 2006; 02.20 mins] 
From hodog87 
Selected by Glen

.

http://youtube.com/user/hodog87
http://youtube.com/watch?v=hw4wzwYeZ0Y
http://youtube.com/user/BESTDJINASIA
http://youtube.com/watch?v=6-oFUGY5L9M
http://youtube.com/watch?v=6-oFUGY5L9M
http://youtube.com/user/funkmaster3000
http://youtube.com/watch?v=adYrrbB9QQ4
http://youtube.com/user/whoabee
http://youtube.com/watch?v=lGhrPl-imtw
http://www.youtube.com/user/MastaBest
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3ARyAb_1Bs
http://www.youtube.com/user/SakuraInfinity
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kz4seJAyjxY
http://www.youtube.com/user/NicoWatcher777
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zp9-xkHd2qg
http://www.youtube.com/user/ChannelFrederator
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pPCkhYMQgY


Hand-skills

what cool kids do [July 11,2006; 02:59 mins]
From JoshuaMC
Selected by Wandi

Daft Hands [June 06 2007; 03.44 mins]
From FrEckleStudios
Selected by Andrew

DJ Kentaro – Loop Daigakuin(Bird’s-eye view Ver.) [January 06, 2007; 04.48 mins]
From HUGHUG2007
Selected by Andrew

3 Overall World Records! [November 10, 2007;00:33 secs]
From nichalan1
Selected by Wandi

Rich & Lou Part 1 [: December 03, 2007;00:17 secs]
From SeanMilz
Selected by Wandi

.

Singing / Mime

Kid singing Britney Spears scared to death by his mom [March 18, 2007; 01.25 mins]
From raclureinparis
Selected by Glen

Karaoke Japonesas [June 03, 2006; 03.20 mins]
From Tasslehoff
Selected by Christina

I am yours NSA [November 01, 2007; 05:33 mins]
From caverlyne
Selected by Wandi

.

Pranks

Scary Pranks. [October 09, 2006; 01.07 mins]
From Leo8488
Selected by Wandi

Funny Japanese Pranks. [April 06, 2007; 01:41 mins]
From samcginty
Selected by Glen

.

http://youtube.com/user/samcginty
http://youtube.com/watch?v=A2syxXPR7xY
http://youtube.com/user/Leo8488
http://youtube.com/watch?v=RIDhAjAGIDM
http://www.youtube.com/user/caverlyne
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5YJYQfJrd4
http://youtube.com/user/Tasslehoff
http://youtube.com/watch?v=VONSLzLE24Y
http://youtube.com/user/raclureinparis
http://youtube.com/watch?v=W-qJaow1Kf0
http://www.youtube.com/user/SeanMilz
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTbMffLQQhg
http://www.youtube.com/user/nichalan1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GNJJ8nY0wkM
http://youtube.com/user/HUGHUG2007
http://youtube.com/watch?v=vPutHJ4qCss
http://www.youtube.com/user/FrEckleStudios
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2cYWfq--Nw
http://youtube.com/user/JoshuaMC
http://youtube.com/watch?v=xNVPKM07TWs


Stop Motion Animation

Stop Motion Drum And Piano
From biaxident10
Selected by Christina

Retro Games in Stop Motion [August 20, 2006; 01.36 mins]
From ovelho
Selected by Christina

.

Soulja Boy

Soulja Boy Tell`em – Crank That (Soulja Boy): Closed Captioned [Aug 11 2007; 04.04 mins]
From universalmusicgroup
Selected by Andrew

The Lion King – Crank Dat Soulja Boy [Aug 2007; 03.42 mins]
From SakuraInfinity
Selected by Andrew

Crank Dat Soulja Boy [June 16 2007; 03.45 mins]
From MastaBest
Selected by Andrew

Soulja Boy Tellem – How to Crank That – INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO! [Aug 02 2007; 04.01 mins]
From SouljaBoy
Selected by Andrew

Super Soak – Soulja Boy [November 10, 2007; 1:19 min]
From SouljaBoy
Selected by Glen

.

Dancing

Super Soak – Soulja Boy [November 10, 2007; 1:19 min]
From SouljaBoy
Selected by Glen

Sponge bob dance [Feb 14 2007; 00.33 mins]
From datmamicrissy
Selected by Andrew

Spongebob dance [May 18 2007; 00.46 mins]
From somethin2special
Selected by Andrew

.

http://www.youtube.com/user/somethin2special
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yx5cShKbMFc
http://www.youtube.com/user/datmamicrissy
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6V1i3LTPsg
http://youtube.com/user/SouljaBoy
http://youtube.com/watch?v=WEwlj_WnaUY
http://youtube.com/user/SouljaBoy
http://youtube.com/watch?v=WEwlj_WnaUY
http://www.youtube.com/user/SouljaBoy
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLGLum5SyKQ
http://www.youtube.com/user/MastaBest
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3ARyAb_1Bs
http://www.youtube.com/user/SakuraInfinity
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kz4seJAyjxY
http://www.youtube.com/user/universalmusicgroup
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpocrqvP2Yg
http://youtube.com/user/ovelho
http://youtube.com/watch?v=nhbt9z4fkWo
http://youtube.com/user/biaxident10
http://youtube.com/watch?v=ods09iZCYxY


Commercials

IO Digital Cable Rap (full version) [January 03, 2008; 01.02 mins]
From ny050772
Selected by Joanna

.

How to do

Soulja Boy Tellem – How to Crank That – INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO! [Aug 02 2007; 04.01 mins]
From SouljaBoy
Selected by Andrew

.

Music videos

Soulja Boy Tell`em – Crank That (Soulja Boy): Closed Captioned [Aug 11 2007; 04.04 mins]
From universalmusicgroup
Selected by Andrew

The Raveonettes – Candy [January 31, 2008; 03.08 mins]
From SinnamonRecords
Selected by Christina

.

Comedy

Bush Tongue Twisters [March 07, 2006; 01:03]
From salpula
Selected by Wandi

.

Poop

youtube poop. spongebob dancing for 2 minutes [July 17 2007; 02.34 mins]
From yas17126
Selected by Andrew

.

Parody

P-COK – THE METH MINUTE 39 [Jan 08; 01.45 mins]
From ChannelFrederator
Selected by Andrew

.

http://www.youtube.com/user/ChannelFrederator
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1GEeLaPjGxY
http://www.youtube.com/user/yas17126
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EBtx2oEDBsg
http://www.youtube.com/user/salpula
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0GPtOivFMY
http://youtube.com/user/SinnamonRecords
http://youtube.com/watch?v=GQoPAXIvLyA
http://www.youtube.com/user/universalmusicgroup
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpocrqvP2Yg
http://www.youtube.com/user/SouljaBoy
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLGLum5SyKQ
http://www.youtube.com/user/ny050772
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9EVxI0uGzeY


New York

3rd Avenue El – early 1950’s [March 30, 2007; 10.38 mins]
From weirdovideos
Selected by Christina

.

Gang

.
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Leech_C: ‘The Future is Not What It Used To Be’ [2002; 52 
mins]
A Film by Mika Taanila

(Screening suggested by Eyebeam resident Jamie Allen)

“Erkki Kurenniemi is one of the great unsung pioneers of the electronic age, a man whose career 
encompasses a surprisingly natural blend of music, film, computers and robotics, and explores the 
interrelationships between art, nature and technology.
A leading figure in the Sixties avant-garde in music and film in Finland, Kurenniemi built his 
legendary DIMI synthesizers in the late 60’s, and probably created the first digital synthesizer in the
world. In 1973 he created the first commercially manufactured and marketed microcomputer – two 
years before the American MITS Altair 8800.

THE FUTURE IS NOT WHAT IT USED TO BE shows many of Kurenniemi’s innovative 
creations, never-before-seen archival material from the early years of electronic art, and excerpts 
from his own unfinished experimental short films. But the core of the film is what Kurenniemi is 
doing today, the most significant of all his projects: the task of collecting everything.”

http://www.frif.com/new2004/fut.html

http://www.phinnweb.org/links/cinema/directors/taanila/

.
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Seed_07: Inspiration from Taeyoon Choi
Eyebeam’s commisioned resident artist Taeyoon Choi will be talking for 40 minutes + 20 minutes 
discussion, on various stuffs including…

http://www.phinnweb.org/links/cinema/directors/taanila/
http://www.frif.com/new2004/fut.html
http://www.youtube.com/user/weirdovideos
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEG4re43ub8&eurl=http://www.timeout.com/newyork/articles/features/26102/a-youtube-tour-of-whats-happened-in-new-york/2.html


1.urban space
2.network media
3.personal amusement 
4.critical perspecitve
5. image in public space
6. etc

check 
http:tyshow.org 
.

in addition to the usual gig…I will try to talk about the two following issues.

1. How Google Stole my Idea

Shoot me if you can 
and WiFi Army

I had a brilliant idea that got made into an art project and was widely appreciated in this field. Some
corporates wanted to commercialize it and i did not. i did not take time to CC it or patent it. well. 
couple years later, some kids are about to make alot of money and fame with the similar idea. Know
your ideas are worth alot of money!

2. The Lord’s Ear is a Donkey Ear

A famous old tale. Lord of a large kingdom had a donkey ear, and his most trusted servant could not
keep the secret and told the woods the story. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Midas

Heres my story..

I once did a project that involved very personal opinion and gossips about influential art people in 
S.Korea. A friend, who is in the business told me, and it was a form of interview. I published it 
online without thinking much. It was discovered a year later by the person himself, and my friend 
was in a terrible position. I had to request to google to get it off their temporary saved file. be aware
of what you post online. you never know who is watching.

.
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Seed_08: P2P Ideas and Networks (with Jamie Allen)

Layers of action

1. RS-232 serial protocol 
2. Ethernet 
3. Bit torrent 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BitTorrent_(protocol)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethernet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RS-232
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Midas
http://tyshow.org/


this has chronological and functional succession which makes sense. this is also interesting from the
standpoint of the standard ‘model’ of networks, as well

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_network_protocols

i.e.: 

• ethernet is a ‘data link layer’ 

• bitTorrent is an application layer 

we might use physical, data link, and application as models for the way the activities are carried out.

descriptions

1. Glossary: Topology, protocol, node/edges, server/client, ad-hoc

TOPOLOGY The ‘topology’ of the network refers to the arrangement of the network, in terms of 
routing points and end points.

PROTOCOL is the set of rules and behaviors agreed upon between senders and receivers, so that 
data transfer can take place.

SERVER is an application, or device that performs services for connected clients as part of a client-
server architecture

CLIENT is an application or system that accesses a (remote) service on another computer system 
known as a server by way of a network. The term was first applied to

AD-HOC is a type of network that is created and destroyed momentarily for a specific purpose (eg.:
a file transfer)

introduction – Peer to Peer vs. Downloads

—> diagrams of server based and node based topologies
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_topology
—> Old Networking (app downloads, desktop background, large image files)
—> New P2P (Limewire, Azureus)
—> What downloads or environments online ‘feel’ p2p, versus those that feel like ‘central server’ 
networks
—> What social experiences are like p2p networks (eg.: gossip)?

activities

Everyone is given a set of colored postit notes. Each post it note represents one word. Look up 
lyrics from song, write individual words from one chorus of song onto post it notes.

a) Traditional Client-Server Downloading

What happens when you download a file from a website:

—>You open a Web page and click a link to download a file to your computer.
—>The Web browser software on your computer (the client) tells the server (a central computer that
holds the Web page and the file you want to download) to transfer a copy of the file to your 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_topology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_network_protocols


computer.
—>The transfer is handled by a protocol (a set of rules), such as FTP (File Transfer Protocol) or 
HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol).

Ethernet (hardware) has become the standard way that many ‘clients’ in a network can talk to 
‘servers’. This allows many people to access one data repository, multi-directionally (upload and 
download).

Now everyone is a client©. They have one copy of their sentence, and cannot make their own 
copies. Only the server (S) can make copies. The server is stationed at the center of a circle of 
transmitters and receivers. All the sentences are given to him/her. The clients need to collect these 
sentences from the server, who can make copies, by making single requests. Following a set 
protocol: 
1) approach server node, and request a download (word)
2) receive a single word, and return with it to their own node
3) re-request

b) Peer to Peer

What happens when you start a peer to peer download:
—> You run peer-to-peer file-sharing software on your computer and send out a request for the file 
you want to download.
—> To locate the file, the software queries other computers that are connected to the Internet and 
running the file-sharing software.
—> When the software finds a computer that has the file you want on its hard drive, the download 
begins.
—> Others using the file-sharing software can obtain files they want from your computer’s hard 
drive.

For this activity there a the same multiple nodes, but now everyone is a client and a server. This 
time, everyone is given blank post its, and can copy any words that they take back to their own 
node. People who are faster copiers are better seeders, etc.

Variations: 
1) single seed starts with all files. other nodes initially need to make all requests from him/her. Once
they have a critical number of files, however, they 
2) all nodes have one ‘song’, can request words from other nodes or can serve songs to others (by 
copying them at their station). note that this give and take can take place simultaneously.
3) all nodes have all songs, and can quickly copy and distribute from their nodes to other nodes, 
while accepting words from other nodes, etc.

other notes

#music? #pedestals for the node points that we can put out in the eyebeam main space?

.
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Leech_D: Teen UK Online (with Mediashed.org)

MediaShed Southend selection

Southend Pirate Radio Part 1 [March 19, 2007; 09.31 mins]
From: LoveSouthendcouk

Bikers in Southend on Sea [September 27, 2007; 08.59 mins]
From: eastwardtv

SOUTHEND CRUISE [December 18, 2006; 00.12 mins]
From: dlowrey486

Southend 2 [October 01, 2006; 00.32 mins]
From: Palmer1987

Analog (Live DnB) – Charlie [November 15, 2007; 04.31 mins]
From: essexboy187

Video Sniffin’ #1 The Commercial [June 18, 2007; 01.52 mins]
From: stuartbowditch

Typical Girls – The Slits [February 13, 2006; 02.26 mins]
From: tom51

Consolevania Hitler [April 23, 2006; 01.57 mins]
From: TeamDan

.

Scottish youth subcultures

heroes mime [April 10 2007; 05.59 mins]
From Classicalguitarist24

.

Edinburgh Scottish Ravers Recorded Early 1990s [Jan 02 2007; 06.38 mins]
From DJMikeyJ

Scotland Rave Holocaust Hardcore Dance EEE’s come on [Nov 11 2006; 05.04 mins]
From wwwravehistorycouk

The Ragga Twins – Mixed Truth [Nov 26 2007; 05.29 mins]
From HardcoreNoise

BRICK SHOP FT. DEBY PRATT KIM PATTERSON AND JENNI ABERCROMBY [April 24, 
2007; 02.16 mins]
From ADAMDOWD07

http://youtube.com/user/ADAMDOWD07
http://youtube.com/watch?v=muItyRnHdUo
http://youtube.com/watch?v=muItyRnHdUo
http://www.youtube.com/user/HardcoreNoise
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzYEOV0jy_o
http://www.youtube.com/user/wwwravehistorycouk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGtkSnbjpBA
http://www.youtube.com/user/DJMikeyJ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zVThmyevnHo
http://www.youtube.com/user/Classicalguitarist24
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qSAIdB_mtos
http://youtube.com/user/TeamDan
http://youtube.com/watch?v=yp8nk6IKVXA
http://youtube.com/watch?v=LOJs9oycX5E
http://youtube.com/watch?v=LOJs9oycX5E
http://youtube.com/user/stuartbowditch
http://youtube.com/watch?v=ZRQjLRm1xD8
http://youtube.com/user/essexboy187
http://youtube.com/watch?v=brEe3ZnMG1Y
http://youtube.com/watch?v=LBuypSNgKyU
http://youtube.com/watch?v=LBuypSNgKyU
http://youtube.com/user/dlowrey486
http://youtube.com/watch?v=FRaJcyFlZ14
http://youtube.com/user/eastwardtv
http://youtube.com/watch?v=1q3RD92ARtM
http://www.youtube.com/user/LoveSouthendcouk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qi8qX8tkm_M
http://Mediashed.org/


Alloa Boys!! [September 01, 2007; 00.19 mins]
From Dysart1

Adam & JaiJai [August 05, 2007; 00.43 mins]
From Kirstybrand2o07

Football Skills

Paisley Girlies!!!

Ellwood- The boy leigh again and his falkirk patter [May 25, 2007; 02.23 mins]
From ellwood1690

Shapecutter Remix [September 10, 2007; 02.38]
From Da1AnOnlyFraser

NEDS DANCING
[April 06, 2007; 01.05 mins]
From BigJimSlade73

me at falkirk skatepark [January 19, 2008; 00.35 mins]
From xsjadooo

Parkour Falkirk [January 28, 2008; 01.54 mins]
From 00WhiteAces00

Barrry Robson Scoring Freekick Against Falkirk And East Stan [September 02, 2007; 01.07 mins]
From smithyspursunited

Golf Punk

the great bottle race 2008

Tillicoultry Crossbar challenge

Jason Kennedy Scores Against Dunfermline

Boys I Hang Out With

Hairdryer

DJ-LEGGAT SCRATCHiN

.

Medieval 2 Total War : Scottish Chronicles Part 13 [April 10, 2007; 08.42 mins]
From Catkill666

Battleon [November 28, 2007; 05.05 mins]
From doom1237200

.

glasgow youth street crime documentary [ June 22, 2007; 05.30 mins]
From electronicshark1873

http://youtube.com/user/electronicshark1873
http://youtube.com/watch?v=xI6QPMOw8x4
http://youtube.com/user/doom1237200
http://youtube.com/watch?v=CLHkjr6_JNU
http://youtube.com/user/Catkill666
http://youtube.com/watch?v=X_imTf_CTbo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-gLiaFZQLo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJwMYqGkw0Y
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wPumyqjbsYM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Vo9_m_Sth4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eE4XNLpx21A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgRfBe8CYjk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNnjqkVS1n4
http://www.youtube.com/user/smithyspursunited
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N3EvzXTty80
http://www.youtube.com/user/00WhiteAces00
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=omoNlpe_zNU
http://youtube.com/user/xsjadooo
http://youtube.com/watch?v=rWc5RoJvrsQ
http://www.youtube.com/user/BigJimSlade73
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJrs9NjodYo&NR=1
http://youtube.com/user/Da1AnOnlyFraser
http://youtube.com/watch?v=vUk_cs4sGxw
http://www.youtube.com/user/ellwood1690
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4T4I0dnJbw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=seozGT0RXAU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9KbMw5ZCTUg
http://youtube.com/user/Kirstybrand2o07
http://youtube.com/watch?v=-O3OG4izIYQ
http://youtube.com/user/Dysart1
http://youtube.com/watch?v=izIof1VF4PA


glasgow youth street crime follow up [September 21, 2007; 03.00 mins]
From electronicshark1873

.

Blitz on underage drinking [December 06, 2007; 02.25 mins]
From scotexec

.

Daft Wee lassie Kinnon She Is Fleein [October 24, 2007; 00.45 mins]
From ItsMe2208

springburn peg1 [May 17, 2007; 00.41 mins]
From rydoyspeg

VYT [November 04, 2006; 01.45 mins]
From “LindsayEff”: LindsayEff

htid vyt style [June 28, 2007; 02.36 mins]
From outmabanger1

VIEWPARK YOUNG TEAM [January 12, 2008; 00.36 mins]
From jennifergraham1

Fantazia Sep ’ o7 – Shawhead Crew [October 08, 2007; 01.47 mins]
From callumrodger2o07

The Effects Of Ecstasy [January 11, 2007; 00.05 mins]
From martybhoy1916

Too many pills [October 04, 2007; 01.49 mins] 
From pauljmcmillan

YOUNG CRANHILL NEDZ

cranhill

young cranhill fleeto 1

POWERY YA BASS

http://www.youtube.com/user/seanmc2k6

http://www.youtube.com/user/pollokboyzkyle

.

NEDS Kru Here You karaoke Ya Bawbags! [September 16, 2007; 03.44 mins]
From mankyrecords

Glasgow Survival Ned v Goth [June 24, 2006; 01.19 mins]
From glasgowsurvival

.

http://youtube.com/user/glasgowsurvival
http://youtube.com/watch?v=QeYDbTChh4s
http://youtube.com/user/mankyrecords
http://youtube.com/watch?v=huK0mIDAl30
http://www.youtube.com/user/pollokboyzkyle
http://www.youtube.com/user/seanmc2k6
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IbKzw8DjWck
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lYxDY-sa0zw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftP-Nljback
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=40_izLb6T2c
http://www.youtube.com/user/pauljmcmillan
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aK0XuyrEG2A
http://www.youtube.com/user/martybhoy1916
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ry5F5mCwwFw
http://www.youtube.com/user/callumrodger2o07
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3Mrm2w_GMI
http://www.youtube.com/user/jennifergraham1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7EM6t-GxaRo
http://www.youtube.com/user/outmabanger1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gMn_tTc3OiI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fcN0Wo4vFpY
http://www.youtube.com/user/rydoyspeg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPhPTouLSMY
http://www.youtube.com/user/ItsMe2208
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eoqUutkWT4
http://www.youtube.com/user/scotexec
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cIItvVyiraU
http://youtube.com/user/electronicshark1873
http://youtube.com/watch?v=ml1BTLmZTfw


A Tribute To The Neds Of Still Game [April 03, 2007 ; 02.52 mins]
From Swinestein

Still Game: Neds get beat up. [February 25, 2007; 01.30 mins]
From Swinestein

.

Seeders ‘N’ Leechers ‘R’ Us
/seed_09.html

Seed_09: Stop Work Feedback
Eyebeam Stop Work Presentation, 14th February, 4pm.

We will present our work in progress to the Eyebeam community.

External advisers?:

Michael Berlin
Special Counsel to the Attorney General – Executive Division State of New York

Trebor Scholtz
Institute of Distributed Creativity

.

Seeders ‘N’ Leechers ‘R’ Us
/seed_10.html

Seed_10: Language
This session is focusing upon the language that is used to describe the events, activities and content 
which is selected as representing your interests.

Some questions you should keep in mind:

• Who are you speaking to? 

• Who is your audience? 

• What terms and words need changed or subverted or co-opted? 

.

Publicity for Eyebeam eBlast flyer

‘Seeders N Leechers R Us: Peer of the Boro’s’ public screening event

http://youtube.com/user/Swinestein
http://youtube.com/watch?v=VNxhaVkyvro
http://youtube.com/user/Swinestein
http://youtube.com/watch?v=fPH1k4hVM1o


02.27.2008, 7.00-8.30pm
Eyebeam, 540 W. 21st Street, (between 10th and 11th Avenues), New York, NY 10011

Eyebeam resident artist Andrew Gryf Paterson, collaborating with student-in-residents Tahj Banks, 
Glen Moore, Jayquan Harris and Wandy Marcano, organise their first public screening event in the 
‘Seeders N Leechers R Us’ project.

They have been exploring the subject of making self-organised ‘Clip Kino’ events: micro-cinema, 
which consists of content downloaded from P2P file-sharing online networks, and popular media 
sharing platforms.

The ambition is to organise events which drag aspects of the normalised ‘private’ activity of 
viewing downloaded content into public space for screening, appreciation and debate. The term 
‘environmental awareness’ aims to include the social ecology of one’s interests, desires, and 
attentions in one’s peer-group and community.

The theme of the screenings, ‘Peer of the Boro’ will be orientated towards the student-in-resident’s 
own interests, locale, and among their peers.

http://seedersnleechers.info/

.

Seeders ‘N’ Leechers ‘R’ Us
/seed_11.html

Seed_11: Types of Capital

Financial Capital

.

Environmental (Nature?) Capital

.

Human Capital

.

Social Capital

.

Cultural Capital

.

http://seedersnleechers.info/


Institutional Capital

.

Intellectual Capital

.

.

Quotes

“Economists have examined the incentives of open source pro- 
grammers and found that many of them receive economic rewards 
by participating in the projects. The immediate reward comes from 
fixing a bug or customizing the program. Participating to success- 
ful open source project functions also as a signaling incentive. The 
developers get the delayed reward in a form of social capital and peer 
recognition and economic capital from job offers that the recognition 
may generate.”

Herkko Hietanen, Ville Oksanen, Mikko Välimäki (2007). Community Created Content: law, 
business, policy. Turre Legal. p.74.

.

Production planning
To organise Clip-Kino/micro-cinema events..

Lets think about..

Concept brainstorm

Theme of the events

Style

Content

Hosting

.

Things we need to do

Decide dates, times, venues

Decide who is the audience

Publicity

Flyer (elecronic, paper)



Social Networks

Poster?

Communications

.

Who is doing what?

Roles..

Andrew:

Christina:

Wandi:

Glen:

Jayquan:

Tahj:

Other Eyebeam staff:

.

Dates and times..

Deadlines according to dates and times above.

02.27.2008: Leech_F: Eyebeam Public Screening [90 mins] NB/ Starts at 7pm!

.



Seeders ‘N’ Leechers ‘R’ Us
/synopsis.html

Week #1 [beginning 21st January]

The week’s theme turned out to be the ‘Material environmental awareness’, and awareness of the 
systems or resources available within it..

.

01.22.2008: Seed_02: Field-trip to ‘Jane Jacobs and the Future of New York’ exhibit at MAS

It began on Tuesday with a visit to the Municipal Art Society of New York exhibition about the life-
work and ideas of urban planning activist Jane Jacobs. This introduced ideas of how to engage in 
one’s own neighbourhood, how to give attention to one’s local urban environment, and what one 
can do to get involved, and make some change.

http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Seed_02/
http://www.futureofny.org/

.

01.23.2008: Leech_A: ‘The Story of Stuff with Annie Leonard’ [2007; 21 mins]

The next day we watched the hard-and-fast hitting short documentary ‘The Story of Stuff with 
Annie Leonard’, which was a last minute replacement for ‘Nicht Mehr – Nocht Nicht’, which was 
sadly dvd+Deutsch lingustically-challanged and didnt make it to the projector with English 
subtitles. However ‘The Story of Stuff’ proved to be an excellent example of narrating and 
illustrating complex environmental interrelations, and the absurdity of linear production-
consumption processes.

http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Leech_A/
http://storyofstuff.org/

.

01.24.2008: Seed_03: Environmental Awareness (with Jerry Juarez)

This thursday session connected with the work of Eyebeam Fellow Jerry Juarez, and the process she
is working in collaboration with student-in-residents Tahj and Glen, preparing for the MediaShed 
exchange-visit. They have been making maps of subjectively-important areas in their own lived 
experience/neighbourhood. We spoke about making urban art interventions, and in particular 
‘hacking’ sites, to include self-made play-object/infrastructures, such as swings, slides and 
basketball hoops. This work will continue over the next following weeks. To be documented as 
temporary autonomous zones of action and play.

http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Seed_03/
http://mediashed.org/

.

http://mediashed.org/
http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Seed_03/
http://storyofstuff.org/
http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Leech_A/
http://www.futureofny.org/
http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Seed_02/


Week #2 [beginning 28th January]

The week’s theme focused upon introducing P2P file-sharing and the Bittorrent protocol, including 
how to get files via installed software. As a complement, we looked at the politics and controversy 
surrounding file-sharing, i.e. Intellectual property and digital piracy.

.

01.29.2008: Seed_04: Using Azureus/Vuze Bittorrent Software
01.29.2008: Leech_B: ‘Steal This Film Part II [2007; 45 mins]

This Tuesday we collapsed the Seed and the Leech together into one session, due to unavailability 
of meeting on Wednesday. So as a practical introduction to file-sharing Bittorrent-style, we 
familarised ourselves with Azeurus, using recent FLOSS manual on this P2P software, and 
proceeded to leech the .mov file of ‘Steal This Film Part II’ by The League of Noble Peers.

This documentary film is full of interviews and historical references in ‘copy culture’. As we all 
should know already cultural production has always been about copying, producing new ideas and 
exciting/interesting mutations of form. The students particularly liked the look and sound of Grime 
(latest music scene from London) which was featured at the end of ‘Steal This Film’. 
Recommended viewing!

http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Seed_04/
http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Leech_B/

http://azureus.sourceforge.net/
http://flossmanuals.net/

http://stealthisfilm.com/

.

01.31.2008: Seed_05: Copyleft, Copyright/wrongs and Fair-use

On Thursday we met up again to look at more clips related to Intellectual Property issues and 
Piracy. We started by watching a few self-selected examples of clips which triggered questions of 
how they related to copyright issues. Not surprisingly, everyone was relevant.

Next up, we watched clips including different sides of the debate: Creative Commons promotional 
materials, music remix-culture, anti-piracy TV advertisements, pro-piracy activist clips, fair-use and
concerned documentarians. You can find these resources below.

http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Seed_05/

http://youtube.com/watch?v=73S8BypdlxU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJn_jC4FNDo
http://apaterso.info/projects/sl/seed_05/

.

http://apaterso.info/projects/sl/seed_05/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJn_jC4FNDo
http://youtube.com/watch?v=73S8BypdlxU
http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Seed_05/
http://stealthisfilm.com/
http://flossmanuals.net/
http://azureus.sourceforge.net/
http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Leech_B/
http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Seed_04/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BitTorrent_(protocol)


Week #3 [beginning 4th February]

The week’s theme focused upon online media platforms, and what people post there. Now we are 
starting to get into the nitty-gritty of making screening events. This involved searching, watching 
and discussing, including the consequences of sharing your mediated life.

02.05.2008: Seed_06: Clip genres and aesthetics

After last week introducing Bittorrent methods of getting files, this Tuesday session we paid 
attention to the most populous sources for clips, the online media platforms. We started to list 
different types of genres, that are available there and subjectively interesting for our group. As part 
of the process we gathered together the ‘curatorial’ details of each clip in the wiki, making up 
categories to bundle them together.

http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Seed_06
Example: “Internet People! – The Meth Minute 39 [Sept 05 2007; 03.06 mins]” from 
‘ChannelFrederator’
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pPCkhYMQgY

.

02.06.2008: Leech_C: The Future is Not What It Used To Be [2002; 52 mins]

Mika Taanila’s documentary film, provided in the ‘hard’ DVD version by Eyebeam resident artist 
Jamie Allen, was about the Finnish electronic musician Erkki Kurenneimi, technologist/pioneer, 
who was instrumental in the Finnish electronic arts and technology scene since the 1960s.
Particularly relevant for our theme of the week was the obsessive documenting of his personal life 
experiences in video. His logic for this process was so that, if desired in the future, his 
consciousness could be rebooted, many years after he had died. Does anyone else think about their 
digital immortality online?

http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Leech_C
http://www.frif.com/new2004/fut.html

.

02.07.2008: Seed_07: Inspiration from Taeyoon Choi

On the Thursday, Eyebeam commissioned artist Taeyoon Choi joined us, and spoke about a few of 
his projects. He introduced the gameplay of various projects in urban space, involving networked 
media, fun (for example ‘Shoot Me If you Can’). He also shared critical perspectives and advice to 
the students related to their involvement in ‘Seeders N Leechers..’: Most important, make sure what
ever one does, it is based personal interests and perspectives; and try to have fun!

The discussion developed later into an awareness of the commercial appropriation of good ideas 
that are posted online.
We also noted, with shared anecdotes, the difficulty of removing media or content from popular (-
proprietary) online platforms, such as MySpace.

http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Seed_07
http://tyshow.org/

http://tyshow.org/
http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Seed_07
http://www.frif.com/new2004/fut.html
http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Leech_C
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pPCkhYMQgY
http://notyetbe.stikipad.com/seedersnleechersrus/show/Seed_06


Seeders ‘N’ Leechers ‘R’ Us
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Clip Sources

For full list of video-sharing sites, consult:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_video_sharing_websites

Below is a sample of suggestions..

Meta search engines

Blinkx

http://www.blinkx.com – blinkx is the world’s largest and most advanced video search engine. 
Unlike other multimedia search engines that attempt to re-purpose technology built for the Text 
Web, blinkx uses a unique combination of patented conceptual search, speech recognition and video
analysis software to efficiently, automatically and accurately find and qualify online video.

Find Internet TV

http://www.findinternettv.com/

“Find Internet TV is a growing one-stop-shop for locating sites broadcasting video online by 
providing a feature-rich directory and program Listings for live content. Unlike other sites that 
search and show video clips on their site, Find Internet TV finds, categorizes, tags, and lists sites 
that show live and on-demand video.”

Viral Video Chart

http://www.viralvideochart.com/

“We scan several million blogs a day to see which online videos people are talking about the most. 
We count the number of times each video is linked to and the number of times each video is 
embedded. Every morning, after we’ve had a cup of coffee, we publish a list of the 20 videos that 
generated the most buzz over the previous day. We reckon this is a pretty good yardstick of what’s 
hot and what’s not.
At the moment we only look for references to videos on the three most influential video sharing 
sites: YouTube, Google Video and MySpace. We plan to add more soon.”

.

Public domain/Creative Commons

Internet Archive

Internet Archive Movies – This library contains thousands of digital movies which range from 
classic full-length films, to daily alternative news broadcasts, to videos of every genre uploaded by 
Archive users. Most of these movies are available for download.



Prelinger Archives

http://www.archive.org/details/prelinger

Prelinger Archives was founded in 1983 by Rick Prelinger in New York City. Over the next twenty 
years, it grew into a collection of over 60,000 “ephemeral” (advertising, educational, industrial, and 
amateur) films. In 2002, the film collection was acquired by the Library of Congress, Motion 
Picture, Broadcasting and Recorded Sound Division. Prelinger Archives remains in existence, 
holding approximately 4,000 titles on videotape and a smaller collection of film materials acquired 
subsequent to the Library of Congress transaction. Its goal remains to collect, preserve, and 
facilitate access to films of historic significance that haven’t been collected elsewhere. Included are 
films produced by and for many hundreds of important US corporations, nonprofit organizations, 
trade associations, community and interest groups, and educational institutions.

Creative Commons

Creative Commons – Blog with featured creators, tools, and works who apply Creative Commons 
licenses to Video.

Blip TV

Blip TV – An independent media platform, like Youtube though less popular, with progressive IP 
terms (i.e. you maintain copyright/left), and raw files are available for download on the webpage.

JonHs Movies Found Online

JonHs Movies – 100% handpicked content chosen to inform, shock and entertain you.

None of the online streaming media is hosted on this site. All videos are embedded from Google 
Video, YouTube or the like. Furthermore, none of the featured media has been uploaded by the 
owner of this site. (read the disclaimer). Many of the old movies are indeed in public domain. Note 
that the newer movies, documentaries and tv-shows are probably not in public domain, they are just 
freely available on the net for some unknown reason. Material will be removed upon request of the 
respective copyright holders. Read the FAQ

.

Non-profit/activist

Ourmedia

Ourmedia – “We’re here for the community
Video producers and podcasters use Ourmedia to show off their works and create communities of 
interest. Learn more in Mission Statement: http://ourmedia.org/mission

Indymedia Archive

video.indymedia – Here is an archive of independent media and activist documentaries. Access to 
raw files.



V2V Video Syndication Network

v2v – Here is an archive of independent media and activist lectures and documentaries. Access to 
raw files via BitTorrent protocol

EngageMedia

EngageMedia – “is a not-for-profit video sharing website and free software project that began in 
March 2005. Launched in October 2006, the site focuses on video about social justice and 
environmental issues in Australia, Southeast Asia and the Pacific.“

One Big Torrent

One Big Torrent – Here is an archive of independent media and activist documentaries. Access to 
raw files via BitTorrent protocol

“OneBigTorrent.org is a new place for sharing material that deals with or is relevant to issues of 
social justice, progressive and radical politics, independent media, ecology. We run a local bittorrent
tracker (which we encourage uploaders to use), and we also host torrents from other trackers, as 
well as ed2K and Magnet links. There cannot be a formal definition of what content we deem 
appropriate for upload. If the concepts above don’t suit you, browse the index—you’ll get the idea 
quickly. We typically remove obscure stuff dealing with UFOs, mind-control, secret societies, Black
Helicopters and what have you. The net is full of this bs anyway.”

Multitude.TV

http://www.multitude.tv/ – Multitude.tv is an experimental social-networking/video sharing site for 
independent digital video producers, philosophers, researchers, and artists.

Videos have become a ubiquitous feature of on-line communication, however individuals working 
alone present most of these features. Innumerable sites exist to host the work of folks presenting 
“viral video”. Unlike the variety of video sites on the Internet, multitude.tv is first and foremost a 
community space for artists, creators, and enthusiasts to gather, learn, and produce projects 
together; in this sense multitude.tv is a communicative space for anyone interested in working with 
digital media, philosophy and creative culture with others. Digital art has become a significant 
medium for creative peoples who intend to communicate their interests and concerns to a global 
audience. The emergence and spread of Internet communications allows for distribution of these 
works well outside of the gallery, television and theaters.”

.

Global

Youtube

Youtube – One of the most popular international/mass ‘clip-sharing platforms. 10 mins limit. Flash-
player embedded in browser. No access to raw files. See Youtube terms of use

Google.video

Google.video – Since the acqusition of Youtube by Google, this source is increasingly filled with 
similar ‘user-content’. However the length of movie file is much longer.. 60 mins +. Flash-player 



embedded in browser. Player available for local install & play (however with proprietary file 
format). No access to raw files.

Vimeo

Vimeo – “Use Vimeo to exchange videos with only the people you want to. We have a bunch of 
different privacy options so you can choose exactly who can see your videos, and others can do the 
same. When you join Vimeo, this page becomes your homepage and will fill up with your videos 
(and the videos you love)”.

MetaCafe

MetaCafe – “Metacafe is one of the world's largest video sites, attracting more than 40 million 
unique viewers each month.. We specialize in short-form original content - from new, emerging 
talents and established Hollywood heavyweights alike.. Metacafe generally shows videos for basic 
English speakers, with adjustments for select countries. If you'd like more videos based on your 
cultural preferences”. Interface and location & language specific.

DailyMotion

DailyMotion – “Dailymotion is about finding new ways to see, share and engage your world 
through the power of online video. You can find - or upload - videos about your interests and 
hobbies, eyewitness accounts of recent news and distant places, and everything else from the 
strange to the spectacular.”. Interface via variety of (mostly) European site: Espanol, French, 
German, Greek, Portugese, Polish, Austrian, Irish, Italian, Polish, Romanian, Swiss, Russian, 
Turkish, Dutch, as well as Japanese, Canadian, Mexican, Argentinian, Brasilian sites. Do these sites 
give location specific content?

Vuze

Vuze – “Vuze is a next-generation online entertainment platform that gives you the ultimate 
entertainment experience, and access to a world of great high-res content you can view in DVD-
quality and HD, right on your monitor or connected TV.
Vuze is powered by Azureus technology, a safe and trusted peer-to-peer downloadable client.”

RuTube

RuTube – “российский online-сервис для обмена, показа и трансляции видео. В настоящий 
момент ежедневно доставляет видео для сотни тысяч пользователей Интернета и производит 
десятки миллионов видео-показов в месяц”. Interface in Russian.

Sharekna

Sharekna – “The free online Video and Photo sharing for the Arab world.”. Interface in English or 
Arabic.

Vidoosh

Vidoosh – “Vidoosh TV is an Iranian Video Sharing, based in Brussels, Belgium, Founded in 
November 2007, Vidoosh TV is the first Iranian video sharing website which is specialized in 
Iranian & Central Asian Cultures.”. Interface in English.



VideoWalla

VideoWalla – “Number one in Asian video Sharing”. Many commercial/professional content 
uploads. Interface in English.

Videos.Sapo

Videos.Sapo – SAPO XL was launched in 2006 as a project for broadband content, in which the 
main content is videos, on-line television transmission and real-time transmission of events. 
Interface in Portugese.

Tudou

Tudou – “Tudou.com (Chinese: 土豆网) is the largest video sharing platform in China, where users 
can upload, view and share video clips. Tudou went live on April 15, 2005 and has grown into one 
of the world's largest content delivery networks, serving over 100 million videos each day with 
more than 40,000 new videos published daily, including amateur content such as videoblogging and
user-generated videos, and professional content such as movie clips, TV clips and music videos 
from our content partners“. Interface in Chinese.

Joost

Joost – Skype’s new venture as a peer-sharing video-clip broadcast service: Download the channel 
browser to your computer, and subscribe to channels like RSS feeds.

.

Targeted/specific

UbuWeb

UbuWeb – UbuWeb is a completely independent resource dedicated to all strains of the avant-garde,
ethnopoetics, and outsider arts.

All materials on UbuWeb are being made available for noncommercial and educational use only. All
rights belong to the author(s).

Break

http://www.break.com/ – "Break Media is the Internet’s premier entertainment community for men. 
Through our wholly owned branded properties (All Left Turns, Break.com, Cage Potato, 
Chickipedia, Holy Taco, Screen Junkies, and Wallstreet Fighter) and the Break Media Network, 
Break Media reaches 60 million men worldwide aged 18-34 each month". Wikipedia: "The main 
focus of the site is videos, with an emphasis on humorous videos and other material targeted 
towards their male demographic. Break also has several video categories including animation, 
military, sports, humor, movies and entertainment. Break posts roughly 8 new videos on the 
homepage per day, mostly consisting of user generated home movies of people performing stunts 
and pranks".



Sclipo

http://sclipo.com/ – Sclipo is a social network for sharing knowledge and teaching through video 
and webcam. At Sclipo, you can upload as many skills-videos (tutorials, how-tos, lectures, etc.) as 
you want and share them through your own Academy with friends, family and people anywhere. In 
addition, you can teach personal classes – live! – to people anywhere on the globe via webcam (and 
make some money).

VideoJug

http://www.videojug.com/ – VideoJug hosts one of the world’s largest, most all-encompassing 
libraries of factual content online. Our professionally-produced, high definition video content 
covers every conceivable topic and delivers the definitive online “encyclopedia of life”. The content
is divided into a variety of formats that include informative “How To” and “Ask The Expert” films 
that take users, step-by-step through everything from the lighter, more welcome aspects of life 
(leisure, hobbies, beauty and style) to the more serious tribulations we all face in day-to-day life 
(health, legal, money, parenting).

DoGooderTV

DoGooderTV – “DoGooderTV enables nonprofit organizations to present new videos and existing 
media assets to new audiences. Once site visitors see the compelling stories of nonprofits, 
DoGooderTV gives them a direct way to donate to the organization, join, volunteer or simply find 
out more information.
In addition to direct donations, site visitors can also create community around issues that are 
important to them, develop a giving circle, and easily connect their friends with the organizations 
they care about.”


